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Sessional Lecturer, University of Guelph
January 2020 — May 2020
Designed and taught a double-credit introductory course on environmental
economics, law, and policy for nearly 150 environmental science students.
Incorporated original in-class experiments and demonstrations. Managed a
team of 3 teaching assistants, coordinating labs and assessments. See the lectures at https://tiny.cc/2020FARE1040.
Senior Economist, Housing Matters
October 2018 — Present
Completed 60-page report on the economics of housing policy in Toronto; pubPost. I also have published a sectionlished op-eds with the CBC and Financial Post
by-section analysis of Bill 108
108t; numerous blog posts; guest on multiple podcasts and AM & FM radio; authored a conspectus; authored a business plan.
Independent Economics Consultant
September 2017 — Present
Wrote blockchain policy reports for the Blockchain Technology Coalition of
Canada; conducted market research studies for retail and financial services
startups; wrote an ebook on behavioural economics.
Economics graduate student, George Mason University August 2015 - May 2017
Completed MA- and PhD-level coursework in economics, including micro,
macro, econometrics, game theory, and mechanism design. Presented original
research on the economics of intellectual property policy, population density,
and business cycle theory at academic conferences in the US and Canada.
Editor and blogger, Mises Institute of Canada
May 2011 - August 2015
Responsible for finding, soliciting, and editing daily economic articles; promoted monthly meetups; blogged about contemporary economic issues; presented at Meetups, podcasts, and international TV on intellectual property, 3D
printing, economic methodology.
Intern, Euro Pacific Canada
August 2010 - May 2011
Full-service financial broker/dealer. Edited website and marketing copy; wrote
“Investment Philosophy”; wrote internal report on Canadian housing market.

COMMUNITY
SERVICE

540 Golden Hawks Air Cadet Squadron, Level Officer September 2017 — Present
Oversee a group of 9 senior staff cadets, and 71 junior cadets, ensuring safe and
efficient delivery of instruction, field trips, and fundraising.

TECHNICAL
SKILLS

Data Analysis
Economic Analysis
Game Theory
Adobe Photoshop & InDesign
Event Planning
Public Speaking

EDUCATION

Certificate in Data Science: BrainStation, 2018
BA in economics: Ryerson University, 2015.
Thesis: Towards an Evenly Transitioning Economy: A Dynamic Austrian Equilibrium Framework
Attended two dozen invite-only seminars, workshops, and academic conferences

Writing
HTML

